Connect to Harvard's Virtual Private Network

By simply connecting to VPN, you get the same world class security tools and protections that you get on campus. Compare the connections below to see the benefits VPN provides.

Excellent: Connecting with Harvard's VPN.

- **VPN Connection**: Harvard’s VPN (805mb)
- **Connections**: Attackers cannot see any connection other than the VPN.
- **Content**: Attackers only see aggregate encrypted data going over the VPN.

Security updates, configuration, and network protection come to you through VPN.

Pretty Good: Connecting with encryption (the little green lock.

- **Connections (Data Exchanged)**: Office.Com (4mb), Harvard.EDU (1mb), YouTube.Com (700mb), Wikipedia.org (100mb)
- **Content**: Attackers only see encrypted data going to these connections.

Don't miss out on this benefit!

Visit [vpn.harvard.edu](http://vpn.harvard.edu) or contact your service desk to get connected.

Very Bad: Working without encryption.

- **Connections (Data Exchanged)**: Office.Com (4mb), Harvard.EDU (1mb), YouTube.Com (700mb), Wikipedia.org (100mb)
- **Content**: Messages: Hello! Here is my information! Pls Don't share thx! - Image: SecretPicture.JPG - Search Terms: "How to tell if..."

Attackers can see and attempt to tamper with this unprotected data.